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Although it’s best known today for its distinctive styling, back in the fall of 1962 Studebaker 
advertised its Avanti as “The World’s Fastest Production Car.” They backed up the claim 
with 29 new American national stock car records from the Bonneville Salt Flats, including the 
flying mile at 168.15 mph and 10 miles at 163.9 mph–and these were two-way averages. On 
the return leg of the 20-mile record run, the Avanti reached 178.5 mph. 
The slippery Studebaker shattered record after record, blowing through the previous 
American Class C benchmark (held by a Dodge) by more than 50 mph. Fast indeed for a 
barely dry model that only 16 months earlier had been on the drawing board. 
Was it a publicity stunt? Sure, but the United States Auto Club sanctioned each of these 
records. They also certified the Avanti R-3 as completely stock and fueled with Mobil 
premium pump gas. 
Hotshoe Andy Granatelli, who knew a thing or two about driving fast–and even more about 
promoting merchandise-was president of Paxton Products at the time, and one of his 
superchargers wailed under the Avanti’s hood. In a letter to Studebaker President Sherwood 
Egbert, Granatelli wrote, “The thing that never ceases to amaze me is the ease in handling 
the Avanti. I took four people [including the L.A. Times auto editor] for a ride at speeds from 
166.6 to 172.5 mph, and in each instance I let go of the steering wheel for several thousand 
feet to prove how stable the Avanti really is.” 
A year after he set the production car marks, Granatelli returned to Bonneville with an 
experimental, twin-supercharged Avanti and ran a blazing 196 mph. 
Those records were important, because the Avanti was conceived as the halo car that just 
might enable Studebaker–which was teetering on the edge of collapse-to hang on. Sketched 
by Sherwood Egbert himself (who had an aircraft background) and designed by the already 
legendary Raymond Loewy, the sporty Avanti came together on paper and as a scale model 
in early 1961 after a secret, five-week design session outside Palm Springs, California. 
Studebaker’s board hastily approved the concept and rushed the car into production. 
Just 14 months later, on April 25, 1962, the first prototype was introduced to the public at the 
New York Auto Show. The radical Avanti galvanized the crowd, its attention-grabbing shape 
at once revered and reviled. Reviews ranged from “sensational” to “bold and fresh” to 
“contrived, straining for visual impact to the exclusion of utility, efficiency or grace.” 
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Right after the show, Studebaker loaded its only two driving examples on a Flying Boxcar 
and took off on a well-publicized, 16-day, 24-city tour. In the frenetic advertising blitz that 
followed, the company blanketed the bases, touting the Avanti’s USAC speed records, 
calling it “America’s Most Advanced Car,” and promoting it as a luxurious, four-place GT. 
The campaign worked, and crowds of potential buyers lined up and placed deposits.  
Studebaker’s problem, as it turned out, was that they couldn’t fill  
those orders. The car’s styling may have been sensational, but the 129-piece fiberglass 
body proved difficult to produce. Ohio-based Molded Fiberglass Products, the vendor that 
also fabricated Corvettes, turned out bodies that didn’t fit together, and extensive reworking 
at Studebaker dragged production far behind schedule. The company had planned to build 
1000 cars per month, but was able to turn out only a fraction of that number. 
Studebaker, in desperation, set up a separate fiberglass production line in their South Bend, 
Indiana, plant, but the production slippages were too far gone. After months of waiting, 
Avanti’s once-eager buyers grew tired and canceled. By the end of 1963, Studebaker had 
shipped only 3834 cars. The supply was so short that many dealerships couldn’t even get a 
display example. 
The company’s fiscal woes deepened, and as word got out, people became afraid to buy 
any Studebaker. On December 9, 1963, Studebaker announced that it was closing the South 
Bend plant. The last Avanti rolled off the line on New Year’s Eve. During the car’s 18-month 
production run, the manufacturer built just 4643 units. 

 

Behind The Wheel 

 

 
 

The Avanti may not be known as a pony car, but it rumbles like one. In fact, back in the day, 
its throaty, free-flow mufflers were deemed too loud for California. 



The wide door makes for easy entry, the bucket seats give good support, and there’s plenty 
of headroom. The instruments, encased in their pod, are readable at a glance through the 
elegant steering wheel. The pedals sit high off the floor and a bit close together, but the 
clutch is light and the T-10 shifts easily. 
The 289 pulls strongly in every gear, with enough low-end torque to loaf around in third. 
Punch it, and when the tach hits 3500 rpm, the Paxton kicks in with a wicked whine, 
providing a substantial boost. “I tend to baby it,” says owner Michael Chernago, “but” I’ve 
had it to 90 mph and there was plenty left.” 
We don’t hit 90, but assuredly can. As advertised, the boosted brakes are swift and sure, a 
remarkable improvement over the Avanti’s period competitors. The steering is light, though 
we’re told 
an Avanti without power steering offers a good upper-body workout. The car wanders a bit 
by today’s standards-no surprise as it rides on skinny bias-ply tires. We hear no creaks or 
groans over the bumps, commendable for a glass-bodied car. 
We end up driving nearly 40 miles during our photo session, starting and stopping maybe 20 
times. The Avanti springs to life each time, runs cool, and is thoroughly pleasant to drive. It 
also turns heads: At each stop, folks want to talk about it, including several who have no 
idea what it is. It’s been more than 55 years since the radical and innovative Avanti was 
introduced, and its cool factor remains high today. For more Avanti information, visit 
theavanti.net, aoai.org and studebakermuseum.org. 
 

America's Only Four-Passenger, High-Performance Personal Car 

 
 
 

That’s what Studebaker called the Avanti, adding, “It is a prestige car, a fast car, a safe car 
and certainly the most advanced car produced in America today.” 
Enthusiast magazine reviews were mixed, but it was hard to deny those USAC speed 
records. Road & Track praised the car’s quick steering, stout brakes, cockpit layout and 
bucket seats, but panned its handling and lack of traction in hard turns. “Performance is 
good, but not spectacular,” they said. Car and Driver called it a “genuine high-performance 
GT car.” Motor Trend said it was hard to keep engine revs under redline, because once on 
the boost, “it just wants to keep going.” And Mechanix Illustrated wrote, “It has high style, 



good performance and more conversation-piece gimmicks than any car that is due to come 
from Detroit for some time.” 
Although it sported an undeniably Space Age fiberglass skin–that body weighed only 550 
pounds–underneath it the Avanti sprang from various parts bins. Studebaker pulled the 289-
cubic-inch V8 from the Hawk, the frame and suspension from the Lark, the supercharger 
from Paxton, the manual and automatic transmissions from BorgWarner, the limited-slip rear 
from Dana, the front disc brakes (which were the same as the Jaguar E-Type’s) from 
Bendix/Dunlop, and the finned rear drums from Lockheed. 
Engine options included the naturally aspirated R-1 (240 horsepower), the supercharged R-2 
(289 horsepower) and the R-3, which was massaged by Andy Granatelli to produce 335 
horsepower. Studebaker built only nine Avantis with the R-3 engine, but after the company 
stopped production, Granatelli bought the remaining R-3 engines and retrofitted a few 
Avantis with this potent option. 

 

Turquoise Tornado 

 
 

 
 
 

 
Michael Chernago, who splits his time between New York and Florida, is a lifelong 
Studebaker fan who owns five examples ranging from the biggest, a rare Detroit Diesel-
powered semi-trailer tractor, to the sportiest, his Avanti. 
He says he wanted an Avanti ever since he spotted one being unloaded at a Pennsylvania 
dealership in 1963: “I looked for the right one on and off for 20 years.” 
Michael found this well-equipped R-2 in 1997, not long after it had undergone a two-year, 
frame-off restoration using NOS parts. It came with extensive records, and he’s the sixth 
owner of this bone-stock example— which is considered by experts to be a prime, never-



molested Avanti. The only change he’s made is to replace the factory 4:09:1 gears in the 
Twin-Traction rear end with a cruising-friendly 3:73:1 ratio. 
Michael and his wife, Dottie, love the way the car drives and the attention it commands. 
They’re active in the Avanti Club of Florida, attend several shows a year, and have the 
trophies to prove it. He says that for an obscure, low-production car, the Avanti has amassed 
a large, international following. “The Florida club is one of the most active in the country, and 
the Avanti Owners Association International has a great magazine and great technical tips,” 
he reports. “There is a lot of support out there.” 
Stock Avantis are difficult to find, not only because the cars were used hard and often 
modified, but also because they were overlooked by collectors for so long. As Michael says, 
“They didn’t have the inherent value of most collector cars, so people were reluctant to 
invest the money to restore them to original.” 
That is starting to change. “Recently the original Studebaker Avantis, especially the 
supercharged ones, are getting more attention,” Michael observes. “In 2014 Dave Kinney’s 
‘63 supercharged Avanti won the top award in the American Production Class at Amelia 
Island.” 
Values are rising along with the attention from collectors. Avantis in good-to-excellent shape 
now sell in the $35,000 to $55,000 range, and buyers will pay a premium for supercharged 
and four-speed cars. A concours-quality R-2 brought nearly $75,000 at a 2013 auction, and 
one of the elusive, factory-built R-3s sold for $96,000 at a 2010 auction. 

 

A Pony Before the Mustang? 

 

 
 
 
 

Talk to Avanti owners today, and they believe their car makes a pretty good case for itself. 
The model hit the streets in the fall of 1962—nearly two years before the Mustang-with the 
now-familiar formula: V8 power, long-hood, short-deck styling, and front bucket seats. 



The Avanti offered three engine choices, either manual or automatic transmission, and a 
host of performance options and advanced safety features. The Mustang and Avanti were 
similar performers, although the Avanti had a slight edge: Road & Track timed an R-2 from 
zero to 60 in 7.3 seconds versus 7.6 for a Hi-Po Mustang, and both cars topped out at 
around 120 mph. On paper, the 335-horsepower R-3 Avanti matched well against the Shelby 
GT350–at least in a straight line–and, don’t forget, held 29 speed records. 
Even if the Avanti had been able to stick around, however, it couldn’t compete on price. A 
well-equipped Avanti cost around $5000, while a loaded V8 Mustang could be bought for 
$1000 less. Just about the time the Mustang roared out of the gates to storm the market with 
more than a million first-generation examples, Studebaker sank from sight, taking the Avanti 
with it. 
It’s one of those coulda, woulda stories for the ages. 

 

The Avanti: Living On and On 

 

 
 
 

After Studebaker’s demise, the Avanti motored on–with starts and stops–under a succession 
of owners for more than four decades. 
Shortly after the South Bend factory closed, two local Studebaker dealers, Nathan Altman 
and Leo Newman, bought the Avanti name, along with the manufacturing rights and tooling. 
They relaunched their Avanti II in 1965 as a limited-edition luxury GT, with few visible 
differences from the original. Each Avanti II was equipped with Chevy’s 300-horsepower, 
327-cubic-inch V8 (and, later, other Chevy V8s), and they continued to use MFG fiberglass 
bodies on Studebaker Lark frames (built by Budd), with Bendix brakes and BorgWarner 
transmissions. 
While this combination proved to be an above-average performer, at $6500-steeper than a 
Corvette or Jaguar E-Type-it was a hard sell. This company held on until 1983, when real 



estate developer and Avanti fan Stephen Blake bought it and changed the car’s name back 
to Avanti. 
Blake introduced a convertible but couldn’t generate more sales, so in 1986 he sold the 
company to South Bend native Michael Kelly, who moved production to Youngstown, Ohio. 
A year later Kelly sold the company to John Cafaro, who continued the convertible and 
introduced an odd-looking four-door sedan. Examples trickled out until 1991, when the Ohio 
factory closed. 
After a few years in hibernation, the manufacturer again stirred to life and released yet 
another updated Avanti, called the AVX, based on the Pontiac Firebird. Sales never took off, 
and the company folded again. A year later, John Seaton and Michael Kelly (yes, that 
previous owner) bought the remains and teamed up to release another design using Ford 
chassis and engines; production started in 2001 in Villa Rica, Georgia. 
Kelly moved the company in 2005 to a large, modern factory in Cancun, Mexico. A year 
later, Avanti was to close again. (Kelly was arrested in 2006 by U.S. authorities on fraud 
charges unrelated to automaking; he was convicted and later died in prison.) 
The Cancun factory, filled with rare Studebaker and Avanti vehicles and parts, remained 
closed and was sold in 2011. For some time after the closure, diehard Avanti fans made 
pilgrimages to Mexico in hopes of uncovering remnants–or perhaps witnessing yet another 
resurrection. So far that hasn’t happened. 
The Avanti’s long and checkered post-Studebaker run saw about 4100 more examples built. 
Can it now officially be declared dead? Don’t be too sure. Last time we checked, an Avanti 
Motors zombie website, carrying photos of the 2007 models, still lurked out there in the 
ether. 
 
 

Peter Brock: An Insider's Account 

 

Raymond Loewy's designs knew few bounds, from steam locomotives to household 
goods. 
When Stuart Egbert took over Studebaker in 1961 with orders to reverse the company’s 
death spiral, he chose to electrify the American car-buying public by creating a whole new 
image for the once-great independent. His plan was to emulate Detroit’s Big Three by 
introducing an elite, limited-production sports model that would turn heads and create sales. 
It was a familiar template. GM Director of Design Harley Earl had introduced the Corvette in 
‘53, and Ford had countered with their smash hit Thunderbird in ‘54. Chrysler and Virgil 
Exner almost topped them both with ‘54’s stunning Dodge Firearrow concept, but that dream 
never made it to production. Still, Egbert had seen how the creation of a halo design might 
draw attention to Studebaker. 
He called in famed independent designer Raymond Loewy-whose office had been 
responsible for most of Studebaker’s best lines since ‘41-and outlined his plan for a “sports-
themed” personal car to debut at the New York Auto Show, which was just months away. 
Loewy took the job on the condition that his team would do the work outside of Studebaker’s 
design studio in South Bend, Indiana. 
Loewy rented a home in Palm Springs, California, to ensure his project’s secrecy. He then 
called in old friend John Epstein to manage the project and enlisted another trusted stylist, 
Bob Andrews, to model the team’s ideas in clay. Loewy’s choice for creative direction was a 
contemporary of mine, Tom Kellogg, who had recently graduated from ArtCenter College of 
Design in Pasadena. Kellogg later told me he was completely surprised when Loewy cold-
called him, then hired him an hour later because he “liked what he saw in my portfolio.” 
Loewy gathered his team in Palm Springs and laid out the plan. There were no engineering 
limitations at that point, because not even the designers and engineers in South Bend were 



aware of Egbert’s secret project. He wanted to give Loewy complete freedom to create a 
stunning new image for Studebaker. 
The only real limitation was time: The concept was needed within a month! 
As Kellogg explained to me years later, his idea for the four-place coupe came quickly with 
little guidance from Loewy, except his boss wanted a smoothnosed “bottom breather” 
cooling intake because he felt that traditional grills “looked dated.” 
Loewy also wanted a subtle, Coke-bottle shape to differentiate his concept from anything 
then in production by the Big Three, and requested a front-fender design similar to one he’d 
admired on a recent Lincoln. Other than that, Kellogg was free to present whatever he felt 
would out-distance anything yet created in Detroit. 
Amazingly, eight days later the team’s quarter-scale model was finished, with a two-place 
concept on one side and a four-place design on the other! Loewy immediately took the 
model to Egbert in South Bend, where the four-place design was selected. 
Loewy’s design team was then disbanded and Kellogg was released. He was not to see his 
unique shape again until a year later, when it went into limited production in the fall of ‘62. 
Loewy’s “surprise” caused fits in South Bend. When it was presented to Studebaker Styling 
Director Randall Faurot, there were bruised egos, followed by myriad production problems in 
trying to confine Kellogg’s svelte lines to an existing chassis. (There had been no money or 
time allocated to design and tool a bespoke platform.) 
Compromise is always the enemy of creativity, especially when no engineering guidelines 
have been preset, but Egbert thought that was how to give Loewy’s team the best chance of 
success. The entire Loewy/ Kellogg concept had to be considerably reworked to match the 
109-inch wheelbase of Studebaker’s ‘61 Lark chassis, which was far longer than Kellogg’s 
initially conceived idea. The reality of backseat headroom under the Avanti’s luscious curves 
meant the roofline had to be raised, which appeared to spoil what had been a fairly 
aerodynamic-looking line. (This was confirmed months later, when several early production 
models had their rear windows sucked out by the vacuum formed above the rear glass.) 
At 3500 pounds the new Avanti was also limited in performance, as Studebaker lacked an 
engine capable of propelling that heft past its competitors. Studebaker’s latest 289 Hawk 
OHV V8 wasn’t matching the performance of Chevrolet’s latest fuel-injected V8s, though that 
problem was later resolved when Chicago tuning specialist Andy Granatelli installed Paxton 
superchargers to offset the weight. 
Under its once-handsome skin, the Avanti was essentially a parts-bin special, much like 
GM’s earliest Corvettes. Although still a good-looking car compared to its contemporaries, 
the Avanti was priced too high in the existing market and performance was lacking. Still, it 
became an icon of American design and continues to attract strong adherents even today 
who swear it’s one of the best-looking cars ever built in America. 
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